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There are many good resources for learning Stata.  One good one is: 

https://www.princeton.edu/~otorres/#31.  

 

The following are general Stata commands: 

 cd "c:\data\…\"   (Here, you indicate the directory on your computer in which the data 

are located.) 

 use income, clear   (This uses the dataset indicated; there is no need to use “.dta”) 

 using * at beginning of a line with a semi-colon at the end makes Stata not run the line, so 

this can be used for notes. 

 

Note that, in some or many cases, there is probably more efficient code.  I tried to keep it basic.  

But, please email me if there is a simpler and more-basic code that could be used.  I will consider 

it, and I may replace what I have with your code. 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 
 

Section 2.3.2 

 

use income, clear   

*simple reg model [equation (2.4a & 2.4b)]; 

reg income educ 

 

 

Section 2.7 

 

*to gauge relative performance [equation (2.17)]; 

use baseball_payroll_wins, clear 

reg wins payroll 

 

 

Section 2.9 

 

*multiple reg model [equation (2.21)]; 

use income, clear 

reg income educ afqt 

 

 

Section 2.11 

 

https://www.princeton.edu/~otorres/#31


use romanian_rebellion, clear  

*for Table 2.5; 

reg intensity inequality tradition commerce midpeasant 

sum intensity inequality tradition commerce midpeasant 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 
 

Section 3.1 

 

use income, clear 

 

*using dummy variables [equation (3.1); 

reg income educ afqt black hisp 

 

*Figure 3.1; 

sum income if hs==1 & coll==0 

sum income if coll==1 & grad==0 

sum income if grad==0 & hs==1 

sum income if grad==1 

 

*equation (3.2); 

reg income grad if hs==1 

 

*equation (3.3); 

reg income max_coll grad if hs==1 

 

*equation (3.4); 

reg income coll grad if hs==1 

 

 

Section 3.2.3 

 

use study_hours, clear 

*Y = test score; 

*H = hours studied; 

 

g hours_sq=hours*hours 

g hours_beyond8=(hours-8)*(hours>8) 

g hours_upto8=min(hours,8) 

g hours_gt8=(hours>8) 

 

*equations 3.12 – 3.14; 

reg score hours 

  predict yhat1 

reg score  hours  hours_sq 



  predict yhat2 

reg score  hours_gt8  hours_upto8  hours_beyond8  

  predict yhat3 

 

 

 

 

Section 3.3 

 

use MJ-UR-new, clear 

*Table 3.2; 

g sqrtpop2010=(pop2010)^0.5 

reg mj0910 ur0910 

reg mj0910 ur0910 [pw=sqrtpop2010] 

reg mj0910 ur0910 [pw=pop2010] 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 
 

Section 4.1 

 

use dominos, clear 

*Figure 4.2; 

reg d5 d1 

reg d5 d1 d3 

 

 

Section 4.3 

 

use income, clear 

 

*create afqt quartiles; 

g afqtcat1=(afqt<=16)  

g afqtcat2=(afqt>16 & afqt<=40)  

g afqtcat3=(afqt>40 & afqt<=69)  

g afqtcat4=(afqt>69) 

 

* equation (4.5) 

reg income educ afqtcat2 afqtcat3 afqtcat4 

 

* equations (4.6a-4.6d) 

reg income educ if afqtcat1==1 

reg income educ if afqtcat2==1 

reg income educ if afqtcat3==1 

reg income educ if afqtcat4==1 



 

*get variance of educ within each afqt quartile for equation (4.7) and Table 4.3; 

*first get standard deviation and then square; 

sum educ if afqtcat1==1 

sum educ if afqtcat2==1 

sum educ if afqtcat3==1 

sum educ if afqtcat4==1 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 
 

Section 5.2.2 

 

use income, clear 

*for Table 5.1;  

reg income educ afqt ageyears black hisp mom_hs mom_coll dad_hs dad_coll 

 

*for equation (5.7) testing for joint significance of 4 parents’ education variables; 

test mom_hs mom_coll dad_hs dad_coll 

 

* testing for joint significance of 2 mothers’ education variables; 

test mom_hs mom_coll 

 

 

CHAPTER 6 
 

Section 6.4.1 

 

*Table 6.2; 

use student_confidence_test_scores.dta, clear 

*Exogenous World--confidence is not subject to reverse causality; 

reg score confidence1 

 

*Endogenous World--confidence is subject to reverse causality; 

reg score confidence2 

 

(See Excel file, student_confidence_test_scores.xlsx, to change randomized part of the 

determination of the values of the variables.)  

 

 

Section 6.4.2 

 

**THIS USES TIME-SERIES, WHICH WE ARE BORROWING FROM CHAPTER 10; 

**Table 6.2; 

use taxdata.dta, clear 



tsset year 

regress urate L1.ur taxrate 

regress rgdp L1.rgdp taxrate 

 

*demonstrating omitted-variables bias; 

use income, clear 

*eq(2.4b); 

reg income educ 

*eq(2.21); 

reg income educ afqt 

*eq(6.7); 

reg afqt educ 

 

 

Section 6.4.4 

 

*for Table 6.5, demonstrating the bias from measurement error; 

use income, clear 

reg income coll afqt ageyears black hisp mom_hs mom_coll dad_hs dad_coll  

g collx=coll 

g random=runiform() 

replace collx=1-coll if random<.10 

reg income collx afqt ageyears black hisp mom_hs mom_coll dad_hs dad_coll  

 

 

Section 6.6.1 

 

* Table 6.8--demonstrating the effects of multicollinearity; 

use income, clear 

reg income educ  

reg income afqt  

reg income educ afqt  

 

 

Section 6.6.2 

 

use income, clear 

reg income educ afqt 

*test for heteroskedasticity (the Breusch-Pagan test); 

estat hettest 

*test for heteroskedasticity for particular variables; 

estat hettest educ 

estat hettest afqt 

*correction to the standard errors from heteroskedasticity; 

reg income educ afqt, robust 

 



 

Section 6.6.3 

 

Correction for clustered standard errors: 

 To allow observations from a given state to be correlated, add as an option either 

vce(cluster state) or cluster(state). 

 

 

CHAPTER 7 
 

Section 7.2 

*Table 7.1; 

use health50_females, clear 

reg H50 H40 black  afqt  

reg H50 H40  

reg H50 black  

reg H50 afqt   

 

CHAPTER 8 
 

Section 8.1 

 

General commands to estimate fixed effects 

 

Let’s use the following set-up: 

 y = dependent variable 

 x1 & x2 are explanatory variables 

 group = fixed-effects indicator for, say, 4 different groups 

 g1, g2, g3, and g4 are indicators for being in the 4 fixed-effects groups.  A given 

observation would have a value of one for just one of these variables and a value of zero 

for the other three variables. 

 

There is one main method for estimating fixed effects.  And, there are at least three alternative 

methods that would give the same results, provided that there is no correction to the standard 

errors for heteroskedasticity or clustering.  If so, then the main method is the optimal method. 

 

To estimate fixed effects, you first need to define the fixed-effects groups.  The method is: 

xtset group   
(This requires a numeric variable.) 

 

The fixed-effect regression is then: 

xtreg y x1 x2, fe 

(This is similar to equation (8.3).  The fixed-effect (fe) command does fixed effects for "group", 

given that it was defined as the fixed-effects indicator in the xtset command.) 

 



If there were not a heteroskedasticity correction and there were no clustering of standard errors, 

then there are three other approaches (below) that would give similar results.  The xtreg 

approach is optimal because it properly adjusts the standard errors for these situations.  But, 

other situations cannot be properly applied with the xtreg command.  For example, if different 

weights are needed for each observation within a fixed-effects group, xtreg will not allow it, and 

one of the three alternative approaches below would need to be used. 

 

 

Fixed-effects Alternative Method 1 

reg y x1 x2 g2 g3 g4 

(This is similar to equation (8.4), controlling for courses (g2 – g4), with g1 excluded.) 

 

Fixed-effects Alternative Method 2 

reg y x1 x2 i.group,  

(Using “i.” to control for categories requires a numeric rather than a string variable. This is also 

similar to equation (8.4).) 

 

Fixed-effects Alternative Method 3 

areg y x1 x2, absorb(group)  

(This is similar to equation (8.5) in that the areg command subtracts the mean from each 

variable.) 

 

 

Summary of the methods 

Each of the three alternative methods should give the same coefficient estimate and standard 

error on x1 and x2.  That said, sometimes there may be a peculiarity to the model.  For example, 

the xtset command does not allow sample weights to be different for observations within a fixed-

effect group.  In such situations, using one of the alternative methods would be necessary. 

 

 

Two-way fixed effects 

If you need to do have two sets of fixed effects (two-way fixed effects)—say, group and year—

there is a Stata program someone created, with the command reg2hdfe.  The command would 

be: 

 

reg2hdfe y x1 x2, fe id1(group) id2(year) 
(See http://fmwww.bc.edu/repec/bocode/r/reg2hdfe.html for details.) 

 

Unfortunately, the model does not allow for a correction for heteroskedasticity.  Thus, what I 

believe the best option to be (when a heteroskedasticity correction is needed) is to do a normal 

fixed-effects model, setting the fixed-effect group that has more categories and then include 

dummy variables for the other set of groups.   

 

xtset year   

xtreg y x1 x2 i.group, fe rob 
 

http://fmwww.bc.edu/repec/bocode/r/reg2hdfe.html


 

 

For interacted fixed effects 

The best approach is to create a new fixed-effect-group indicator variable, and set the groups 

based on that variable.  For example, if the variable year was another fixed effect that you 

wanted, you could use this code: 

egen group_year = group(group, year) 

xtset group_year 

xtreg y x1 x2, fe 

 

 

Correction for bias from having fixed effects and a lagged-dependent variable 

This is the Arrellano-Bond correction, discussed in Section 8.1.  Use the command xtabond. 

 

 

 

Sections 8.2 and 8.3 

 

*Table 8.3; 

use instructor_evaluation, clear 

reg e cs, rob 

reg e cs if coursenum==1, rob 

reg e cs if coursenum==2, rob 

reg e cs if coursenum==3, rob 

reg e cs if coursenum==4, rob 

 

*Fixed-effect Method; 

xtset coursenum  /*this mimics setting up panel data*/ 

xtreg e cs, fe rob /*the fixed-effect (fe) command does fixed effects for "group"*/ 

 

*Table 8.4; 

*unweighted; 

xtreg e cs, fe rob /*the fixed-effect (fe) command does fixed effects for "coursenum"*/ 

*weighted by inverse of var(cs) for course; 

xtreg e cs [pw=wt], fe rob /*the fixed-effect (fe) command does fixed effects for "coursenum"*/ 

 

 

Section 8.4 

 

Hausman test (notional example to test whether random effects could be used) 

xtset group 

*fixed-effects model; 

xtreg y x1, fe  

  estimates store fe  

*random-effects model; 

xtreg y x1, re  



  estimates store re  

hausman fe re 

 

 

The following was not in the text, but a Hausman test to see if you could do random effects for 

the  model in Table 8.3 would be the following: 

 

xtset coursenum 

*fixed effects, weighted; 

xtreg e cs [pw=wt], fe rob  

  estimates store fe  

 

*random effects, weighted; 

xtreg e cs [pw=wt], re rob  

  estimates store re  

 

hausman fe re 

 

 

Section 8.5 

 

*Table 8.5; 

use MJ-UR-new, clear 

*cross-section for 2006-07 data; 

reg mj0607 ur0607 [pw=sqrtpop2010], rob 

*cross-section for 2009-10 data; 

reg mj0910 ur0910 [pw=sqrtpop2010], rob 

*first-difference model; 

reg mjx urx [pw=sqrtpop2010], rob 

/*mjx and urx are the changes from the first (2006-07) to second (2009-10) period) */ 

 

 

Section 8.7 

*notional example of figure 8.5; 

ivregress 2sls y (x1=z) x2, first robust 

 

What this code does is that it:  

 uses the predicted value of x1 (rather than actual x1) based on variable z and x2 (even 

though x2 isn’t indicated in the x1 equation) 

 it indicates the IV(s) in the parentheses (just the variable z in this case), which tells Stata 

not to include that variable in the second stage 

 with the option first, it tells Stata to present the first-stage regression output 

 uses robust standard errors, as should almost always be used.   

 



It is important to use the ivregress command rather than do the steps manually because the 

ivregress command automatically adjusts the standard errors based on the presence of using a 

fitted value for x1. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 9 
 

Section 9.2.4 

 

*Table 9.1; 

use MJ2000, clear 

global xvars "male age black hisp other one_bio_parent one_bio_other_parent othersit" 

 

reg mj30 $xvars, rob 

probit mj30 $xvars, rob    

  mfx compute 

logit mj30 $xvars, rob  

  mfx compute 

 

*Table 9.2; 

logit mj30 $xvars, rob 

  mfx compute 

logit mj30 $xvars, rob or 

 

 

Section 9.3 

use health40_ordered, clear 

 

*Table 9.3 ; 

oprobit health40 educ afqt black hisp male  

  mfx compute 

 

*Table 9.4 ; 

mfx, predict(p outcome(1)) 

mfx, predict(p outcome(2)) 

mfx, predict(p outcome(3)) 

mfx, predict(p outcome(4)) 

mfx, predict(p outcome(5)) 

 

 

 

Section 9.6 

*Table 9.6--for count models; 

use numbirths, clear 

global xlist "exp_educ afqt black hisp" 



keep if age79>=16 & age79<=17 & SEX==2 & numkids79==. 

nbreg numkids84 $xlist, rob 

  mfx compute 

poisson numkids84 $xlist, rob 

  mfx compute 

reg numkids84 $xlist, rob 

 

 

CHAPTER 10 
 

In time-series models in Stata: 

 One needs to establish that the analyses will be time-series with the command indicating 

the variable that establishes the time period and sequence of observations (the variable, 

period, in this example): 

o tsset period 

 A variable (var1) can be transformed to its lag as L.var1. 

 A variable (var1) can be transformed to its 2
nd

, 3
rd

, etc. lag as L2.var1, L3.var1, etc. 

 A variable (var1) can be transformed to its difference from the prior observation as 

D.var1. 

 A variable (var1) can be transformed to its lag of the difference as D.L.var1. 

 

 

Section 10.1 

 

*Figure 10.1; 

use gasprices_1994_2003, clear 

tsset time 

g trend=time 

g spring = (qtr==2) 

g summer = (qtr==3) 

g fall = (qtr==4) 

reg price trend 

  predict yhat1 

reg  price spring summer fall 

  predict yhat2 

reg  price L.price 

  predict yhat3 

reg  price trend spring summer fall L.price 

  predict res, res 

list time year month day price yhat1-yhat3 res 

 

 

Section 10.3 

 

use trump-weekly-tweets-approval, clear 

tsset period 



 

*Table 10.1; 

reg tweets L.tweets if period>=5, rob 

  est store ar1 

reg tweets L.tweets L2.tweets if period>=5, rob 

  est store ar2 

reg tweets L.tweets L2.tweets L3.tweets if period>=5, rob 

  est store ar3 

reg tweets L.tweets L2.tweets L3.tweets L4.tweets if period>=5, rob 

  est store ar4 

estimate stats ar1 ar2 ar3 ar4, n(65) 

* AICc is calculated by:  AICc = AIC + (2k^2+2k)/(n-k-1) ; 

* k = #parameters to be estimated; 

 

*Table 10.2; 

use spurs_win_pct, clear 

tsset year 

reg winpct L.winpct, rob 

reg change L.change, rob 

reg change L.change if year != 1998, rob 

 

 

*ACF and PACF; 

use trump-weekly-tweets-approval, clear 

*Figure 10.5a; 

ac tweets 

*Figure 10.5b; 

pac tweets 

 

use wine_beer, clear 

tsset year 

*Figure 10.6a; 

ac wine 

*Figure 10.6b; 

pac wine 

 

 

Section 10.4 

 

*Table 10.3; 

use trump-weekly-tweets-approval, clear 

tsset period 

reg tweets  L.approval , rob 

  est store ar1 

reg tweets  L.approval L2.approval , rob 

  est store ar2 



reg tweets  L.approval L2.approval L3.approval , rob 

  est store ar3 

reg tweets  L.approval L2.approval L3.approval L4.approval , rob 

  est store ar4 

estimate stats ar1 ar2 ar3 ar4, n(65) 

reg tweets L.tweets approval, rob 

 

*Table 10.4 -- Granger Causality;   

reg tweets L.tweets L.approval, rob 

newey tweets L.tweets L.approval, lag(1) 

 

 

Section 10.5 

 

Durbin-Watson test: 

 After a time-series regression: estat dwatson 

 

Breusch-Godfrey test: 

 After a time-series regression:  

o estat bgodfrey  (to tests for autocorrelation for the default of one lag) 

o estat bgodfrey, lags(3)  (to test for autocorrelation for up to 3 lags) 

o Note that you need to eliminate the rob command before conducting a Breusch-

Godfrey test in Stata. 

 

*test after Model (5) from Table 10.3; 

reg tweets L.tweets approval 

estat bgodfrey 

estat bgodfrey, lags(2) 

 

*test after Granger Causality model from Table 10.4;   

reg tweets L.tweets L.approval 

estat bgodfrey 

 

 

Section 10.6 

 

*Table 10.5 (on Dickey-Fuller tests); 

use sp500_oil_1990_1994, clear 

tsset period 

dfuller sp500 

dfuller oil 

 

use sp500_oil_2010_2014, clear 

tsset period 

dfuller sp500 

dfuller oil 



 

*Table 10.6; 

use sp500_oil_1990_1994, clear 

tsset period 

reg sp500 L.sp500 oil, rob 

reg D.sp500 D.oil, rob 

 

use sp500_oil_2010_2014, clear 

tsset period 

reg sp500 L.sp500 oil, rob 

reg D.sp500 D.oil, rob 

 

 

Section 10.7 

 

*Table 10.7; 

use trump-weekly-tweets-approval, clear 

tsset period 

*preliminary nonstationarity tests; 

dfuller tweets   

dfuller approval 

*VAR MODEL -- "rob not allowed"; 

var tweets approval, lags(1) 

 

 

Section 10.8 

 

Prais-Winsten transformation: 

 prais command (see https://www.stata.com/manuals13/tsprais.pdf). 

 

*Table 10.8;  

use sp500_oil_2010_2014, clear 

tsset period 

arima sp500 if period<=1258, arima(1,1,1) rob 

arima sp500 if period<=1258, arima(2,1,2) rob 

arima sp500 if period<=1258, arima(3,1,3) rob 

 

*Table 10.9;  

use sp500_oil_2010_2014, clear 

tsset period 

arima sp500 if period<=1258, arima(1,1,1) rob 

predict yhat, y 

predict r, res 

g abspcterror=abs(r/sp500) 

list date sp500 yhat r abspcterror if period>=1259 & period<=1263 

 

https://www.stata.com/manuals13/tsprais.pdf


 

 

 

For forecast intervals for a data point, calculate the standard error of the forecast: 

 predict std_err_forecast, stdf 

 


